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Surnmary 

Low-Energy Ion Scattering is a technique that can he used to perform surface analysis of the 
topmost atomie layer of a solid. Quantification of the surface composition was considered 
to he straightforward using calibration samples. Recently, it was shown that the ion signal 
intensities are not always independent of the chemical environment of an atom. In this 
work, the effect of target atom and chemical environment on the LEIS-intensity is studied. 

In order to obtain a better understanding of the effect of different properties of the tar
get on the neutralization of the incident noble gas ions, a number of pure metals have been 
measured at different primary energies. It was found that the neutralization is more impor
tant for elements for which ionization plays an important role. A qualitative explanation 
is given for this observation [38]. 

Quantification is possible in many practical cases, for example in alloys, by using cal
ibration samples. However, this calibration metbod is only justified if the neutralization 
of the incident ions is independent on the chemical environment of the target atom (no 
matrix effects ). The surface composition of three alloys, NisoPt2o, NiAl(llO) and AgsoA120, 
has been determined using the calibration against pure elements. No matrix effects were 
observed for the NiPt and the AgAl alloy, but in NiAl(llO) the neutralization for the Al 
was found to he different in the pure Al sample than in the alloy [50]. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduetion 

1.1 Surface physics 

Surface science has been a subject of growing interest in the past decades. Scientists are 
aware of the major role of the outermost atomie layers of a solid in all kind of interesting 
phenomena, such as developments in the electrooie industry, corrosion and catalysis. 

Due to the high reactivity for gasses, it is necessary to study solid surfaces in ultra high 
vacuum (UHV). The interest in surface science has increased enormously since the develop
ment of UHV-equipment in the early sixties. A whole variety of surface science techniques 
has been developed and improved. Some of these techniques are listed in table 1.1. 

In this work, the surface analysis technique Low-Energy Ion Scattering (LEIS) is used 
to study pure metals and alloys. An important advantage of Low-Energy Ion Scattering 
for surface analysis is that the information depth is limited to the outermost atomie layer. 

1.2 Low-Energy Ion Scattering 

In LEIS, the surface is probed by a mono-energetic beam of low-energy (keV) ions. Since 
the energy loss of the scattered ions depends on the mass of the target atom, the atomie 
composition of the target can he derived from the energy distri bution of the scattered ions. 
When noble gas ions are used, the high neutralization probability ensures the monolayer 
sensitivity. 

To quantify the composition, calibration against pureelementsis used. However, this 
straightforward quantification presumes that the scattered ion intensities are independent 
on the chemical environment of an atom (no matrix effects). Recently, matrix effects in 
LEIS have been reported for some targets. For performing quantitative analysis, it is 
necessary to obtain a better understanding of the effect of projectile, target atom and 
chemical environment on the absolute LEIS signal. 

One aim of this work is thus to study the effect of different properties of the target 
on the LEIS-signal by performing LEIS measurements on a number of pure metals and 
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electron spectroscopy 
Auger Electron Spectroscopy 
Ultraviolet Photo-electron Spectroscopy 
X-ray Photo-electron Spectroscopy 

electron diffraction 
Low-Energy Electron Diffraction 

electron microscopy 
Scanning Electron Microscopy 
Transmission Electron Microscopy 

scanning probe microscopy 
Scanning Tunneling Microscopy 
Atomie Force Microscopy 

photon spectroscopy 
Infrared Spectroscopy 
Raman Spectroscopy 
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 
X-ray Diffraction 

ion scattering 
Secondary Ion Mass Speetrometry 
Low-Energy Ion Scattering 

GRAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

(AES) 
(UPS) 
(XPS) 

(LEED) 

(SEM) 
(TEM) 

(STM) 
(AFM) 

(IR) 

(NMR) 
(XRD) 

(SIMS) 
(LEIS, ISS) 

Table 1.1: A selected list of surface analysis techniques. 

semiconductors. Furthermore, attention is paid to the shape of the spectra, the energy 
position and width of the surface-peaks [38]. 

At present, the status of the theory and the restricted number of experimental data 
do not allow the prediction of the preserree or absence of matrix effects in LEIS. Conse
quently, an other aim of this work is to study the effect of the chemica! environment on 
the LEIS signal by quantitatively determining the surface composition of some alloys using 
the calibration against pure elements [50]. 

In chapter two, the theoretica! aspects of LEIS are presented. In this work He+ and Ne+ 
incident ions are used with primary energies in the range of 1.0-3.5 ke V. The scattering 
angle is 136°. All plots shown in this chapter are based on these parameters. In chapter 
three the experimental aspects are described. In chapter four the results on the pure 
elements are discussed and a model is presented to explain the results. In the next chapter 
the results on the alloys are shown. In the final chapter the conclusions are given, together 
with suggestions for future research. 



Chapter 2 

Low-Energy Ion Scattering: 
Theoretica} aspects 

2.1 Basic principles of LEIS 

In Low-Energy Ion Scattering (LEIS), noble gas ions with energies in the range of 0.1-
10 keV are directed onto the target. When an ion strikes the surface, it can pass the first 
atomie layer and penetrate the bulk, or it can be backscattered as ion or neutraL In LEIS 
only scattered ions, mainly resulting from collisions with atoms in the outermost atomie 
layer of the solid, are detected. Some typical physical parameters conceming the scat tering 
process are listed in table 2.1 for 1 keV He+ -scattering from a Ni surface. 

It can beseen from table 2.1 that diffraction effects arenotrelevant in LEIS since the 
De Broglie wavelength is much smaller than the lattice parameter. Furthermore, as a first 
approximation, the scattering process can be considered as a two body collision between 
the projectile and the individual target atom since the distance of dosest approach is much 
smaller than the lattice parameter. The ion interacts with thermally displaced atoms at 

He-T Solid _(Ni)_ 
Energy (eV) Ionization 24.5 Workf. 5 

poten ti al 
Velocity 2*107 3*104 

(cm s-1 ) 

Length (A) wavelength (À) De Broglie 10 -2 Lattice par. 
dosest approach 0.2 2-3 

Time (s) Collision time 5*10 ·lö Vibrational 
period w-13 

Table 2.1: Physical parameters relevant in LEIS (1 keV He+ on Ni). 
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E, 

Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of the scattering process. 

rest because thermal motions of the target atoms are slow compared to the ion interaction 
time. 

In the LEIS-regime, the scattering process, schematically shown in figure 2.1, can be 
described using classica! mechanics. Energy and momenturn conservation gives that the 
final energy (EJ) of anion only depends on the primary energy of the ion (Ei), the masses 
of ion (M1 ) and target atom (M2 ) and the scattering angle (8): 

where 

E1 = (cos8 + J A2
- sin

2 
8)

2 

Ei 1 +A 

M2 
A=->1 

Mt 

(2.1) 

When He+ or Ne+ are used as incident ions, the final energy of the scattered ions as 
function of the target mass is shown in figure 2.2. The final energy of the ions increases 
with the mass of the target atom, which means that an energy spectrum of the scattered 
ions is equivalent to a mass spectrum of the atoms at the surface. Figure 2.2 also shows 
that the mass resolution in the energy spectra is highest if the difference in mass between 
incident ion and target atom is small. 

In genera!, there are three contributions toa LEIS-spectrum (see figure 2.3): the "sur
face peak", which is due to ions that had a collision with one single atom; a "reionization 
tail" at the low-energy side of the surface peak. This tail is due to ions that are first 
neutralized, penetrated deeper layers, scattered back towards the surface and reionized at 
a surface atom. At the high energy side of the binary collision peak, a tail is observed 
which is the result of ions that interacted with two or more atoms before scattering into 
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Figure 2.2: Ratio of final and primary energy for 3He+, 4He+ and 20Ne+ incidence, as 
function of the mass of the target atom. 

the analyzer. The shape of a LEIS spectrum will he discussed in more detail in chapter 
four. 

2.2 Quantification in LEIS 

The intensity of the surface peak for ions scattered from element i (Si) can generally he 
expressedas [6]: 

(2.2) 

where 

Io = incident ion flux 
ni = number of atoms of element i per surface area 
duif df2 = differential cross section for scattering of a partiele hy an isolated atom 

p.+ 
' 

d,c 

of element i into the analyzer 
= acceptance solid angle of the analyzer 
= transmission of the analyzer ( r..; E 1) 
= ion fraction of hackscattered particles 
= proportionality factor depending on the analyzer and the 

detection efficiency 

For quantification of the surface composition, ni has to he determined. A direct quan
tification is only possihle if the other parameters are known. In the next few paragraphs, 
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Figure 2.3: Typical LEIS spectrum: an Al-sudace. 

the effect of density of atoms at the surface, cross section, transmission behavior of the 
analyzer and ion fraction on the LEIS intensity will be discussed. 

2.2.1 Surface density 

The LEIS signal is proportional to the number of atoms of element i per surface area ( see 
equation 2.2). The density of atoms at the surface for polycrystalline samples used in this 
work is listed in table 2.2. 

As one can see from this table, the LEIS signal from different elements will not differ 
more than a factor of approximately 1.4 if only the density of atoms at the surface is taken 
into account. It will be shown in the next paragraphs that the effect of density on the 
LEIS-signal from different elements is small compared to the effect of cross section and ion 
fraction. 

element n element n element n 
*lotscm-2 *101scm-2 *101scm-2 

Cu 1.93 Cr 1.93 Rh 1.74 
Ni 2.04 Mo 1.62 Ir 1.70 
Pd 1.66 w 1.58 Al 1.55 
Pt 1.62 Ta 1.46 Si 1.70 

Table 2.2: Density of atoms at the surface of polycrystalline elements studied in this work. 
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2.2.2 Differential cross section 

The differential cross section for a given direction is defined as the fraction of the incident 
intensity scattered into unit solid angle about this direction. The cross section can be 
calculated using classica! rollision theory, provided that the interaction between ion and 
atom is known. This interaction is described by an interatomie potential. In the ke V 
energy range, the repulsive interaction between an ion and an atom is determined by their 
nuclear charge and the screening of this charge by the electron clouds. Therefore, sereerred 
Coulomb potentials are usually considered that have the general form (1]: 

(2.3} 

where </>(;} is called the screening function and a the screening length. 
Nowadays, the Molière approximation to the Thomas-Fermi screening function is widely 

used. In this approximation, </>(;) is written as (3]: 

</>(~) = 0.35exp ( -0.3~) + 0.55exp ( -1.2~) + O.lOexp ( -6~) (2.4} 

and 
0.88534ao 

(2.5) a = -------..-

where a0 is the Bohr atomie radius. 
To illustrate the effect of screening of the nuclear charge by the electron clouds, both 

Coulomb and Molière potential are presented for He and Ne ions interading with Si and W 
in figure 2.4. The interaction range of the Molière potential is restricted to approximately 
1 Á. Only at very small distances ( r /a < < 1) the Molière potential is equivalent to the 
Coulomb poten ti al ( </> --+ 1 ). 

Using the Molière potential, the relevant parameters for the scattering process, such as 
the impact parameter b, the distance of dosest approach s0 and the differential cross section 
(see figure 2.5) can be calculated. Values forthese parameters are shown in figure 2.6 at 1 
and 3.5 keV incident He+ and Ne+, as function of the mass of the target atom. 

All parameters increase monotonously with increasing mass of the target atom and 
decrease with increasing primary energy. Typical distances of dosest approach are 0.2 Á for 
He+ scattering and 0.4 Á for Ne+ scattering. Due to the cross section only, the LEIS signal 
increases approximately one order of magnitude when going from light to heavy elements. 
The effect of different primary energies (1 and 3.5 keV) on the LEIS signal due to the cross 
section only, is approximately a factor of 3. 

2.2.3 Transmission of the analyzer 

The ions are energy analyzed using a modified Cylindrical Mirror Analyzer {CMA). The 
detection will he described in more detail in the experimental chapter. An important 
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Figure 2.4: Comparison of Molière potential and Coulomb potential for He and Ne ions 
interading with Si and W. 

b 

Figure 2.5: Two parameters that determine the scattering process: the impact parameter 
b and the distance of dosest approach s0 • 
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Figure 2.6: The impact parameter b, the distance of dosest approach s0 and the differential 
cross section d(j / df!, calculated using the Molière potential. 

property of the CMA is the fact that ó.E / E is constant (4]. This implies that the width 
of the surface peak and thus the LEIS signal is proportional to the final energy of the 
scattered ions. 

The effect of both cross section and fin al energy ( calculated using equation 2.1) on the 
LEIS signal as function of the mass of the target atom is shown in figure 2. 7. 

Comparing this to figure 2.6, where only the cross section was taken into account, we 
can conclude that both cross section and transmission behavior of the analyzer give rise 
to an increase in the LEIS signal of approximately two orders of magnitude when going 
from light to heavy target elements. Furthermore the effect of the primary energy is much 
smaller now. 

2.2.4 Ion fraction 

The cross section reflects the probability that a partiele is scattered into a certain direction, 
independent of the charge state of this particle. Since in LEIS only scattered ions contribute 
to the signal, the cross section has to be multiplied by an ion fraction. The ion fraction is 
defined as the number of i ons divided by the total number of particles (i ons plus neutrals) 
scattered in a certain direction, I J(I + N). 

The ion fraction is determined by the charge exchange processes neutralization and 
ionization. Neutralization of primary ionsis a very important phenomenon in LEIS, since 
high neutralization probabilities make LEIS extremely surface sensitive. 

However, neutralization and thus the ion fraction, is strongly dependent on ion-atom 
combination, incident energy of the ions and the scattering angle. The lack of understand
ing the ion fraction behavior is the most important reason why direct quantification in 
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Figure 2. 7: Effect of cross section and transmission behavior of the analyzer on the LEIS 
signalas function of target mass. No influence of density of atoms at the surface is taken 
into account. Furthermore, the ion fraction is assumed 1 for all masses. 

LEIS is still impossible. 
The charge state of the partiele after scattering, and thus the behavior of the ion 

fraction, is determined by the charge exchange processes, neutralization and ionization. 
Before deriving a quantitative expression for the ion fraction, the. various neutralization 
processes will be discussed. 

Neutralization processes 

The basic mechanisms for neutralization, first described by Hagstrum [5], are Auger neu
tralization, valenee level resonance neutralization, core level resonance neutralization and 
radiative neutralization (see figure 2.8). 

In radiative neutralization, an electron is transferred from the surface valenee band 
to the 1s level of the He-ion. The energy is used to emit a photon. The probability for 
radiative neutralization is very low because the lifetime for radiation (:::::::: w-s s) is very 
long compared to the time an ion spends within a few angstroms units of the surface 
(:=::::: w-16 s). 

When the ground state of the ion is close to a core level of a target atom, core level 
resonance neutralization is possible. For He+ scattering this process is observed for a 
number of target atoms (In, Pb, Ge, Bi, Sn) [6]. In general, Auger neutralization and 
valenee level resonance neutralization are thought to be the dominating processes. 

In Auger neutralization an electron is transferred from the surface valenee band to the 
1s level of the ion. The energy is used to emit an other electron. This process can occur 
if the ion approaches a partienlar surface atom at a distance as small as 2 Á, so that the 
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Figure 2.8: Possible mechanisms of neutralization of noble gas ions at solid surfaces [7) 

He ls orbital appreciably overlaps the valenee electron cloud of the surface atom. 
In valenee level resonance neutralization an electron is transferred from the surface 

valenee band to the 2s-or 2p level of the ion. This process can occur at larger distauces 
from the surface ( <5 Á), since an overlap between the 2s orbital of the ion and the valenee 
electroncloudof the atom is required. The probability for this process strongly depends 
on the workfunction of the target material; Souda et al. [7, 8] showed that for surfaces 
with workfunctions as large as about 4 eVvalenee level resonance neutralization is almost 
impossible since the reverse process (He* -+ He+, resonance ionization of an excited atom) 
was found to occur with a probability close to unity. They conclude therefore that Auger 
neutralization is the dominating process, provided the workfunction is larger than 4 eV. For 
smaller workfunctions also valenee level resonance neutralization may become important. 

Hagstrum model for metal surfaces 

The physical model descrihing Auger neutralization of ions close to a surface was first 
developed by Hagstrum [5]. Although this model was derived for ions with energies up toa 
few hundred eV, it is often used fortheLEIS-regime (keV). Since only metallicsurfaces were 
studied, the electron density at the surface was considered homogeneous. The basic concept 
of this model is a transition rate for Auger neutralization that exponentially depends on 
the distance s between ion and surface: 

R(s) = Aexp(-as) (2.6) 

where A is a pre-exponential constant and a determines the ion-surface interaction range. 
Using this equation, the probability for Auger neutralization on the inward trip of the 
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Figure 2.9: Effect of cross section, transmission behavior of the analyzer and ion fraction on 
the LEIS signal for different Vc·values as function of mass of the target atom. No influence 
of density of a.toms at the surface is taken into account. 

ion towards the metal surface can he ca.lculated [5]: 

A 
Pneutr = 1 - exp ( --) 

avi 
{2.7) 

The probability of an ion to survive neutralization both on the inward and the outward 
trip away from the metal can thus he written as: 

{2.8) 

where Vi and VJ are the veloeities resp. before and after the collision and Vc is a neutraliza
tion constant, often called cha.ra.cteristic velocity, which strongly depends on the ion-target 
combination. 

Equation 2.8 can he interpreted as a neutralization probability which exponentially 
depends on the time the ion spends within a certain distance from the surface. In chapter 4 
it will he shown that values for Vc are of the order of a few times 105 m/s for He+ scattering 
from metal surfaces. The effect of the characteristic velocity on the absolute LEIS signal 
is shown in figure 2.9 for different primary energies. The final velocity of the ion was 
ca.lculated using the binary collision model. 

The effect of Vc on the LEIS signal is enormous, especially at low primary energies. 
For the sametarget mass, a difference of about 50-100 is found at 1 keV He+ when using 
Vc-values of 1 *105 m/s and 5*105 m/s. Furthermore, due to the total of cross section, 
transmission behavior of the analyzer and ion fraction, the LEIS-signal changes approxi
mately three orders of magnitude for He+ scattering from light and heavy target a.toms a.t 
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Figure 2.10: Absolute data on ion fractions, reported in literature. 

a Vc-value of 5*105 mfs. For direct quantification it is essential to have values for Vc for 
different elements. One of the most important parts of this work is thus to determine Vc 

for different elements and try to understand it 's dependenee on target atom. 

Ion fractions in literature 

A number of investigators, [6, 9, 10, 11], observed the behavior for the ion fraction as 
predicted by Hagstrum. However, some others found that the measured ion fraction did 
not show the predicted behavior [12]. Verhey et al. [13] and O'Connor et al. [14, 15] report 
charaderistic veloeities which are energy dependent. According to Rabalais et al. [16] 
equation 2.8 is only valid in a certain energy range, that depends on target and scattering 
angle. 

Absolute data on ion fractions reported in literature were measured using the Time of 
Flight (TOF) technique, where both neutrals and ions are detected [11, 17] or by ionizing 
the neutrals [12]. In figure 2.10 absolute ion fractions reported in literature are summarized. 
The large spread in ion fractions for different energies and targets indicate the importance 
of this factor for quantification. In spite of the lower velocity and thus longer time for 
neutralization for Ne ions, the ion fractions are even higher than for He+ scattering. A 
possible explanation for this is the autoionization process: an incident Ne ion is neutralized 
on the way to the surface. Atomie levels of the target and projectile atom merge into 
molecular orbitals (MO's ). Electrous formerly in lower-energy atomie states are promoted 
into higher-energy MO's and, as the atoms separate, electrous in the projectile atom are 
left in excited atomie levels. These excited projectile atoms then decay by an Auger 
autoionizing process emitting energetic electrons. Due to the long lifetime of the excited 
state, the autoionization of the excited atoms occur relatively far from the surface where 
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Table 2.3: Threshold values of the primary He+ energy for reionization measured for 29 
target elements. - means larger than 2000 eV [7]. 

additional neutralization is unlikely [11]. 

2.3 Reionization 

Another important charge exchange process in LEIS is ionization of neutralized projectiles. 
In LEIS spectra often a tail is observed at the low energy si de of the surface peak ( see 
figure 2.3). These lower energy ions originate from incident ions that were neutralized 
when penetrating the bulk, scattered back towards the surface and reionized at a surface 
atom. The energy loss depends on the length of the trajectory of the partiele through the 
solid [19]. 

Souda et al. [7] found, by using a He0 incident beam on 29 targets, that for reionization 
a minimum energy (threshold energy) is required. The threshold energy strongly depends 
on the target (see table 2.3). It can he seen from this table that the threshold energy 
increases in the fourth and fifth period as the number of d-electrons increases. A small 
threshold is observed for Sn, but as the number of 5p electrons increases, the threshold 
energy increases. The same tendency is found in the second and third period. Electron 
transfer to the target thus seems to he suppressed if the target atom does not have empty 
valenee levels. 

The mechanism of reionization proposed by Aono et al. (20] is schematically shown in 
figure 2.11, where curve I shows the tot al energy of the whole of He0 and target a torn M as 
function of the distance between He0 and M and curve II shows a similar plot for He+ and 
M-. At small distances a quasimolecule 'HeM' is formed if the energy levels I and II cross. 
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Figure 2.11: Schematic figure showing the mechanism of ionization of He0 (7]. 
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The He0 can he ionized through the path He0 + M --+ 'HeM' --+ He+ + M-. Crossing of 
the levels occurs if there exists a strong antibonding interaction between the He ls level 
and a core level of the target atom, which will raise the He ls level with decreasing distance 
to the surface atom. For He-Ti interaction Aono et al. (20] have observed level crossing, 
whereas for the He-Cu combination no level crossing was found, which is consistent with 
the difference in threshold energy (table 2.3). 

2.4 Summary 

In this chapter, the effect of different parameters, such as density of atoms at the surface, 
transmission behavior of the analyzer, differential cross section and ion fraction, on the 
LEIS-intensity was discussed. The cross section only, gives rise to a change in absolute 
LEIS-signal of approximately one order of magnitude when going from light to heavy 
elements. If also the transmission behavior of the analyzer is taken into account, a change 
of two orders of magnitude on the LEIS-signal is found when going from light to heavy 
elements. 

The charge state of the partiele after scattering is determined by both neutralization 
(mainly Auger) and reionization. The ion fraction is defined as the ratio of number of ions 
and total number of particles ( ions plus neutrals) scattered in a certain direction. According 
to a model proposed by Hagstrum, the ion fraction can quantitatively be expressed as 
p+ = exp( -vc(l/vi + lfvJ )) . The effect of the characteristic velocity on the absolute 
LEIS-signal is enormous. The values for Vc are unknown and will depend on the target. 
For direct quantification in LEIS, it is necessary to have values for Vc· 

The probability for reionization strongly depends on the target atom, and is found to 
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Figure 2.12: Three different spatial region, I, II and III where resonance neutralization, 
Auger neutralization and reionization occur, respectively [7]. 

decrease with increasing number of d-electrons. The reionization process can qualitatively 
be explained by a level crossing model. 

The spatial region where the basic charge exchange processes in LEIS occur, are 
schematically shown in figure 2.12. 



Chapter 3 

Low-Energy Ion Scattering: 
Experimental aspects 

3.1 Experimental setup, the Mini MOBIS 

In our group several experimental techniques are available for studying different properties 
of a surface: Low-Energy Ion Scat tering, Low-Energy Electron Diffraction, ellipsometry, 
Atomie Force Microscopy, Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy, Auger Electron Spectroscopy 
and X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy. All experiments done in this work have been per
formed on the LEIS apparatus Mini MOBIS, which stands for MOdular Backscattered 
Ion Spectrometer. The setup is schematically shown in figure 3.1. It is similar to the 
NODUS-machine, which basic design is described earlier [21]. 

3.1.1 Vacuum system 

Since LEIS is very sensitive to the outermost atomie layer, contamination of the surface 
should be avoided as much as possible. Therefore, the measurements are performed in Ultra 
High Vacuum (UHV). The base pressure in themainchamber is in the low 10-to mbar 
range by pumping the chamber with a turbo molecular pump, an ion getter pump and a 
titanium sublimation pump, which is caoled by liquid nitrogen. During experiments, the 
pressure increases to the low w-9 mbar range due totheinflux of inert gas, which doesn't 
effect the measurements. The composition of gasses in the chamber can be determined by 
a mass spectrometer. 

The samples are positioned onto a carrousel, which can contain 10 samples at the same 
time. This allows to measure different samples under identical experimental conditions. 
The samplescan be cleanedinsitu by ion (mostly Ar+) bombardment using the sputter ion 
souree (angle of incidence 15°). Each sample can be heated by an oventoa temperature 
of approximately 750 oe. New samples can be inserted in the main chamber through a 
transfer-room, which is pumped by a turbo molecular pump. In this way, inserting a new 
sample can be done quite fast, while the vacuum in the main chamber is hardly affected. 
The transfer-room can also be used for pretreatments of a sample in, for example, oxygen 

17 
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Figure 3.1: Schematical representation of the experimental setup, the Mini MOBIS. 
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or hydrogen (10-6 < p < 103 mbar). During this pretreatment, the sample can be heated 
up to approximately 400 °C. 

3.1.2 Ion beam 

The incident ion energy can be varied between 500 and 5000 eV. After extraction from 
the ion source, the ion beam passes a mass filter and several focusing and de:flection units 
(see figure 3.2). As primary ions 4He+, 3He+, Ne+, Ar+ or H+ can be used. The ion 
beam is directed perpendicularly onto the target. The minimum spot size at the target is 
approximately 1 mm

2 
but it's size can be varied by changing the focusing settings. 

3.1.3 Analysis and detection 

The ions scattered from the sample through an angle of 136 ° degrees are energy analyzed 
by a modified Cylindrical Mirror Analyzer (CMA) (see figure 3.3). The CMA is designed 
to give a ring-shaped focus around its geometrie axis for ions with a specific energy. The 
energy of the ions that pass the CMA can be selected by varying the voltage of the outer 
cylinder of the CMA. After passing the CMA, the ions are detected by a set of eight 
channeltrons which cover the major part of the focus ring. To prevent ( secondary) electrons 
from striking the channeltrons, the ions are postaccelerated {-100 V). The ionsimpinging 
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Figure 3.3: Schematic view of the electrostatic analyzer (CMA) of the Mini MOBIS. 

on a channeltron generate secondary electrons, which induce a electron cascade. lf the 
multiplied current pulse (V) (after amplification) exceeds the discriminator level, the pulse 
is counted. During this work the discriminator level (2.1 V) was found to he far above 
the noise level ( ~ 0.4 V). As a consequence of this, only a small part of the ions striking 
the channeltrons was counted. Moreover, the counted fraction strongly depended on the 
energy of the ions, because the channeltrons were not in the saturated mode. All results 
had to be corrected for this. A more detailed description of this correction can be found 
in appendix A. 

3.2 Experimental procedure 

3.2.1 Sample cleaning 

In this work the following samples have been studied: Cu, Al, Cr (polycrystalline samples), 
Rh, Ta, Ir, Pd, Pt, Mo, W (polycrystalline ribbons), Ni(lOO), Si(lOO) (single crystals) and 
the alloys, NiAl(lOO) [42], Ag8oAho and NisoPt2o· The targets were cleaned by repeated 
cycles of sputtering by 5 keV Ar+ ions (for single crystallower energies were used) and 
heating of the sample. The maximum temperature that can be reached· with the oven is 
approximately 750 oe. The ribbons could be heated to much higher temperatures using 
resistive heating. To remove carbon from the surface, some samples were heated in a 
10-

7 
mbar oxygen atmosphere prior to the measurements. 
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3.2.2 Measuring procedure 

To ensure identical conditions, the ion beam is always calibrated using a Cu polycrystalline 
reference target. The pure metals have been measured using 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0 and 
3.5 keV incident 3He+, 4He+ or 20Ne+ ions. The beam current at the target was kept 
constant at all energies ( ~ 30 nA) by varying the gas pressure in the ion source. 

The total current at the target consists of primary ions, scattered ions and secondary 
electrons. The scattered ion current is assumed small because of the high neutralization 
probability for the inert gas ions. To prevent secondary electrons from contributing to 
the current, the primary ion current is measured when the sample is at a positive voltage 
(34 V). 

The target position is optimized on maximum backscattered ion signa!. The LEIS signal 
is determined by integrating the surface peak area after linear background subtraction. 

3.3 Surface damage 

Due to the bombardment of the sample by the primary ion beam, the sample will he 
damaged. The sputtering effect of the ion beam can he used to obtain compositional depth 
profiles of near surface layers. However, oftenone is only interested in the outermost atomie 
layer. The damage to the surface should then he minimized because the surface structure 
may change on a macroscopie scale. 

The number of sputtered particles {N) per unit surface area can he expressed as: 

where 

I : incident ion current 
t : measuring time 
Y : sputteryield 
e : unit charge 

N= ItY 
eA 

A : beam spot size at the target 

(3.1) 

In this work incident currents of 30 nA are used. The spot size is estimated to be 
1 mm2• Assuming a sputteryield of 10 % for Heions on metal surfaces, the number of 
sputtered particles per measured spectrum (~100 s) is 1.9*1014 cm-2 • This means that 
1 monolayer is removed during the recording of 5 spectra, since in general the density of 
atoms at the surface is of the order of 1015 cm-2• 
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Chapter 4 

Low-Energy Ion Scattering frorn 
Metals 

4.1 Introduetion 

In this chapter, the results for He+-scattering from pure metals are presented. First, 
attention is paid to the shape of the LEIS-spectra, i.e. the reionization tail, the energy
position and width of the surface peak. Next, the neutralization constants are determined 
for each element. The effect of different properties of the target on neutralization will he 
discussed and a qualitative model is presented to explain the results. 

4.2 Shape of LEIS spectra 

The measured spectra on pure metals using 1.0-3.5 keV 4He+ and 20Ne+ are shown in 
appendix B. The shape of the spectra will he discussed here. In figure 4.1 some parameters 
determining the shape of a spectrum are schematically shown. 

4.2.1 Reionization tails 

Results 

As discussed in chapter 2, an ion which is neutralized can he reionized during the interaction 
with a surface atom. As a result of this process, often a tail at the low-energy side of the 
surface peak is observed. For the elements studied, two values are listed in table 4.1 to 
characterize the reionization behavior of an element (see also figure 4.1): 

• threshold energy Ethr (low-energy edge of tail) 

• tail to peak height (TP) ratio for 3 keV 4He+ 

It follows from this table that, as was pointed out by Aono et al. (20], elements with :filled 
d bands (such as Cu, Ni, Pd) hardly reionize neutrals, while elements with empty d bands 

23 
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Figure 4.1: Definitions of parameters determining the shape of a LEIS spectrum: low
energy edge of the tail as threshold energy for reionization (Ethr), Full Width Half Maxi
mum (FWHM) of the surface peak and height of tail (T) and peak (P). 

element Ethr (eV) TP-ratio element Ethr (eV) TP-ratio 
Cu 1650 0.01 Al 400 0.22 
Ni 1400 0.01 Si 400 0.10 
Pd 1150 0.05 Mo 500 0.25 
Pt 1250 0.03 Cr 500 0.19 
Rh 850 0.12 Ta 350 0.15 
Ir 850 0.17 w 450 0.30 

Table 4.1: Threshold energies for reionization and tail to peak height (TP)-ratios for He+
scattering from the elements studied in this work. 
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Figure 4.2: LEIS-spectrum of 3.5 keV 3He+ incident on Ta and W. 
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( such as W, Ta, Cr, Mo) ea.sily reionize. The measured threshold energies agree reasonably 
well with the valnes reported by Aono et al. f7] (see also table 2.3). 

In the high energy spectra of W and, to lesser extend Ta, a maximum in the tail is 
observed at an energy position of approximately E,/Eï=0.84 (see figure 4.2). For W this 
was also found by Piersonet al. f22]. 

The maximum in the tail seems similar toa peak observed by Thomas et al. f23]. They 
scattered both He+ (ISS) and He0 (NSS) from 16 elements and found two peaks in the 
NSS-spectra, Is and IB. Is (see figure 4.3) was attributed to scattering from the surface 
monolayer, whereas IB was attributed to sub-surface scattering. The intensity of the sub
surface peak was found to he strongly dependent on theelementand the IB/ Is ratio was 
highest for C, Cr, Mo, Ta and W. The ratio of the NSS-signal and the ISS-signal was also 
determined for different primary energies and is summarized in table 4.2 for the elements 
which are of interest in this work. 

As can he seen from this table, the NSS-signal is only a few percent of the ISS-signal. 
The ratio NSS/ISS is highest for Ta and W and it rapidly increases with energy. Since 
the energy position of the maximum in the tail for Ta corresponds to the energy position 
of the IB-peak in the NSS spectra of Thomas et al., this might be attributed to the same 
sub-surface scattering. 

The maximum is thus probably the result of ions that are first neutralized, scattered 
from sub-surface atoms and reionized. Probably this peak also exists for the other elements, 
but its intensity is too low to he detected (see table 4.2). Wand Ta have both low threshold 
energies for reionization and high mass which means a high final energy of the ions and 
thus a higher probability to survive neutralization. 
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Figure 4.3: NSS and ISS spectra from different targets measured by Thomas et al. [23). Is 
is attributed to scattering from the surface layer, whereas IB is attributed to sub-surface 
scattering. The absolute intensities of the NSS and !SS-spectra cannot be compared. 

element He+ from NSS/ISS at(%) 
2 keV 1.5 keV 1 keV 

Ag 0.74 0.27 0.05 
Al 1.9 1.9 2.3 
Au 0.5 0.5 0.15 
Cr 1.3 0.9 0.4 
Cu 0.08 0.04 0.02 
Mo 2.5 2.0 1.13 
Ni 0.53 0.24 0.06 
Pd 1.75 1.17 0.13 
Si 0.7 0.9 1.5 
Ta 5.3 2.96 1.42 
w 4.56 2.96 1.08 

Table 4.2: Intensity-ratio of Is-peak in NSS-spectra and ISS surface-peak at different 
energies for different targets measured by Thomas et al. [23). 
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Figure 4.4: Variation of inelastic loss Q with energy due to excitation for He+ interacting 
with a C and a Si surface according a theory of Firsov [24]. 

4.2.2 Peak position 

Introduetion 

In a LEIS spectrum it is, in general, found that the scattering peaks are shifted towards 
lower energies with respect to the calculated binary collision energy. This inelastic energy 
loss is due to processes such as excitation, ionization and electron emission. 

The inelastic energy loss Q has been calculated without taking into account the exact 
electronic structure of the interacting particles by Firsov [24]. It is based on transfer 
of energy and momenturn of electrons of the ion to electrons of the surface atom. This 
inelastic loss is given by: 

(4.1) 

where b [cm] is the impact parameter and v [cmfs] the ion velocity. 
The variation of the inelastic loss with energy according to this theory is shown in 

figure 4.4. As one can see from this figure, the inelastic loss increases with energy and 
reaches values up to 150 e V for Si. 

Results 

The measured peak shift to lower energies with respect to the calculated binary ooilision 
value, is shown in table 4.3 for 1, 2 and 3 keV incident He+. As can he seen from this 
table, the inelastic loss energy can reach values larger than 60 eV. The large errors are due 
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element Q (eV) at element Q (eV) at 
1 keV 2 keV 3 keV 1 keV 2 keV 3 keV 

Cu 19 27 34 Al 28 35 47 
Ni 22 29 34 Si 33 47 58 
Pd 24 33 42 Cr 31 40 54 
Pt 27 35 44 Mo 32 45 61 
Rh 27 39 65 Ta 33 46 49 
Ir 23 39 52 w 35 45 52 

Ag 20 28 30 

Table 4.3: Peak shift of the LEIS surface-peak to lower energies for 1, 2 and 3 keV He+ 
on different elements. The errors are± 5 eV at 1 keV, ± 10 eV at 2 keV and ± 15 eV at 
3 keV. 

to the uncertainty of the position of the sample with respect to the analyzer which results 
in a uncertainty in scattering angle. 

Cu, Ni and Ag show the smallest shift and quite similar behavior with energy. Ta, W, 
Mo, Cr and Si show larger shifts. Since Cu, Ni and Ag have high threshold energies for 
reionization and Ta, W, Mo, Cr and Si low thresholds, there seems to be arelation between 
peak shift and reionization probability. To illustrate this, the peak shift has been plotted 
as function of the threshold for reionization for 1 and 2 ke V He+ incidence in figure 4.5. 

To explain the correlation between peak shift and threshold for reionization, the results 
have to he compared to literature. According to Aono et al. (20] the surface peak in a 
LEIS spectrum in some cases consists of two peaks which are separated by a constant 
energy of approximately 20 eV. The high energy peak is attributed to ions that survived 
neutralization during the whole trajectory. The lower energy peak originates from ions 
that were neutralized during the incoming trajectory, reionized during the collision and 
survived neutralization during the outgoing trajectory. The reionization process causes an 
extra energy loss of ~20 eV. 

Therefore, the present result may indicate that for elements with high threshold energies 
for reionization, such as Ni, Cu and Ag, the peak in a LEIS-spectrum is the result of ions 
that survived neutralization during the whole trajectory. For elements with low threshold 
energies such as Al, Si, Cr, Mo, Ta and W, the surface peak probably mainly consistsof 
reionized neutrals, especially at high primary energies. This is in agreement with results 
of Shoji et al., who observed a single peak and a small peak shift for Ag and Au (25] and 
two peaks for Si [26], Pb [27] and Ta and W [28]. Thomas et al. [23] conclude that for Cu, 
Ni, Pd, Ag, Au, Fe, Cd and Co, the scattering peak arises at the predicted energy, whereas 
for Ta the maximum corresponds to that of reionized neutrals. 
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Figure 4.5: Peak-shift of LEIS surface peak with respect to the calculated binary collision 
energy as function of threshold energy for reionization for 1 and 2 keV He+ incident on 
different elements. The error bar indicated for Cu is typical for all elements. 

4.2.3 FWHM of the surface peak 

Introduetion 

The Full Width Half Maximum (FWHM) of a peak in a LEIS spectrum is determined by 
the following factors: 

• different isotopes of the target 

• transmission behavior of the CMA ( .ó.E / E = c) 

• vibration of surface atoms 

• spreading of incident beam energy .ó.E or scattering angle .6.8 

The most important factor is the transmission behavior of the CMA. The effect of 
different isotopes in the target is shown in table 4.4 for the elements stuclied in this work. 
Especially at low target mass, the energy difference between two main isotopes can be up 
to 70 eV. 

Results 

In table 4.5, the measured FWHM of the surface peak in the LEIS-spectra is shown. To 
illustrate the (a)symmetry of the peak, not only the directly measured FWHM is shown, 
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element mass % E, 3 keV element mass % E, 3 keV 
(u) He+ Ne+ (u) He+ Ne+ 

Al 27 100 1795 104 Rh 103 100 2625 1524 
Si 28 92 1829 128 Pd 104 9 2628 1534 

29 4.7 1860 153 105 22 2631 1545 
30 3.1 1891 179 106 27 2635 1554 

Cr 50 4.3 2277 693 108 27 2641 1574 
52 83.3 2301 738 110 13 2647 1593 

Ni 58 68 2366 867 Ag 107 51.8 2638 1564 
60 26 2385 907 109 48.2 2644 1584 
61 1.2 2394 926 Ta 181 99.9 2780 2048 
62 3.8 2402 936 w 182 26 2782 2052 
64 1 2419 983 184 30 2784 2061 

Mo 92 15 2583 1402 186 28 2786 2069 
94 9 2591 1425 Ir 191 37 2792 2090 
95 16 2595 1437 193 63 2794 2097 
96 17 2599 1448 Pt 194 33 2795 2102 
97 10 2603 1460 196 25 2797 2109 
98 24 2607 1471 198 7 2799 2117 
100 9 2614 1493 

Table 4.4: Effect of different isotopes on the width of LEIS peaks for different targets at 
3 keV incident energy (9=136°). 
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element FWHM (eV) at 
1 keV 2 keV 3 keV 
alb alb alb 

Cu 16 16 25 26 36 36 
Ni 18 16 26 26 40 38 
Pd 16 14 29 26 43 38 
Pt 18 15 26 22 38 37 
Rh 18 14 36 28 66 48 
Ir 21 16 37 26 64 44 
Al 28 26 47 35 71 46 
Si 32 32 44 38 65 58 
Cr 23 22 43 32 72 44 
Mo 28 22 59 36 94 64 
Ta 33 28 50 38 60 42 
w 34 24 46 34 62 48 

Table 4.5: FWHM of LEIS surface-peaks for 1, 2 and 3 keV 4He+ on different elements. 
The value in column a is the FWHM directly measured, the value in column b is twice 
the energy difference between the top of the peak and half height on the right side of the 
peak. The difference between the two values listed can be used as an indication for the 
symmetry of the peak. The errors are ±5 eV at 1 keV, ±10 eV at 2 keV and ±15 eV at 
3 keV. 

but also twice the energy difference between the top of the peak and half height on the 
right side of the peak. 

As can beseen from the table, the width of all peaks increases with increasing primary 
energy. 

In spite of the fact that Al and Ta do not have any isotopes, the FWHM is not signif
icantly smaller than for other elements. The behavior of Cu, Ni, Pd and Pt seems to be 
similar (narrow, symmetrie peaks). Si, Ta, Wand Mo all have broad, asymmetrie peaks. 
The width of the peaks of Rh and Ir is small at low energies, but rapidly increases with 
energy. The asymmetry of the peaks is largest for elements with low threshold energies for 
reionization. This points to, justas in the peak position, a correlation between the FWHM 
and the threshold for reionization (see figure 4.6). 

The observations are consistent with experiments of Shoji et al. [27, 28], who found 
narrow peaks for Ag and Au and broad peaks for Si, Ta and W. It is obvious from these 
results that reionization is the most important phenomenon determining the peak-width in 
He+ -spectra. Reionization causes broadening of the peaks. Furthermore the peaks become 
more asymmetrie. The influence of different isotopes in the target is only visible in the 
case of Mo, where it causes an extra broadening of the peak. 

Assuming the increase of the width with energy for Cu is only due to the transmission 
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Figure 4.6: FWHM of the surface peak in LEIS-spectra of differentelementsas function 
of threshold energy for reionization at 1 and 2 ke V He+ incidence. The width has been 
divided by E1 to cancel out the influence of the analyzer. The error bar indicated for Cu 
is typical for all elements. 

of the analyzer, the AE / E value is 20 /2000=0.01, which is close to the design value for 
the CMA of the NODUS-machine [21]. 

4.3 Neutralization of primary ions 

Results 

According to equation 2.8, the charaderistic velocity Vc determines the neutralization of 
incident ions; the higher the value for vc, the lower the ion fraction and thus the higher 
the neutralization. 

The characteristic velocity for different elements has been determined by measuring the 
LEIS signals at 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0 and 3.5 keV 3He+and 4He+ incidence on the particular 
element and plotting ln(S/~IE,) = ln(cP+) against ;, + 

11

1
1 

(see equations 2.2 and 2.8). 
The value for Vc then follows from the slope of this line. In figure 4. 7, an example of the 
determination of Vc for different elements is shown. 

As one can see, the linear relationship predicted by the theory is found with good 
accuracy for practically all targets. Only for Cu, some deviation from the theory is found. 
A similar behavior was found for Zn [29] and Ag [30]. 

It will he shown in appendix A, that differences in charaderistic veloeities are more eas
ily determined than absolute values. In table 4.6, the values for Vc ( directly measured and 
with respect to Pd, the lowest measured value for vc) for different targets are shown. In this 
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Figure 4.7: In of the LEIS-signa! divided by cross section, final energy and beam current 
as function of the sum of the redprocal velocities. For clarity, the lines have been shifted 
vertically. 

table, also charaderistic parameters descrihing the electronic structure of the target, such 
as electronic configuration, workfunetion [31 J and valenee band width (33] are listed. The 
valenee band-width is defined as the energy difference between the bottorn of the valenee 
band and the Fermi energy. This has been done beeause O'Connor et al. [14] evaluated 
the role of these electronic parameters on the neutralization behavior. A correlation was 
found between the measured Vc and the band width of the target. This indicates that 
neutralization is enhanced when the energy differenee between the bottorn of the valenee 
band and the ground state of the He ion is smaller. 

The Vc-values measured in this work show no clear eorrelation with workfunction (see 
table 4.6). For example, Mo and Cu have similar workfunction values but eompletely 
different values for Vc. Also no correlation is found with band width, which can he seen 
from Al, Pt and Pd, Mo which have similar values for the bandwidth but a large di:fference 
in Vc. There seems to he some correlation between the electronie eonfiguration and the 
measured characteristie velocity: the higher the number of filled d-states, the lower the 
value for Vc· This correlation will he discussed in more detail in the next paragraph. 

Absolute ion fractions can he calculated using equation 2.8 and the measured values 
for Vc (see figure 4.8). Aeeording to the theory and the Vc values from table 4.6, the ion 
fraction is lowest for 1 keV He+ on Si(~ 1 %) but ean reach values up to 60% for 3 .. 5 keV 
He+ on Pd. There is a wide spread in absolute ion fractions depending on both target and 
primary energy of the ion. 
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element conf. workf. (eV) B.W. (eV) Vc (105 m/s) Vc- v{d(105 m/s) 
Al 3s2pl 4.28 11.2 3.8±0.3 2.5±0.4 
Si 3s2p2 4.85 12.5 4.8±0.3 3.5±0.4 
Ta 5d36s2 4.25 7.8 3.4±0.3 2.1±0.4 
w 5d46s2 4.55 10.1 3.8±0.3 2.5±0.4 
Cr 3d54s1 4.50 7.8 3.7±0.3 2.4±0.4 
Mo 4d55s1 4.91 7.3 3.8±0.3 2.5±0.4 
Ir 5d76s2 5.27 11.1 3.4±0.3 1.1±0.4 

Rh 4d85s1 4.98 7.5 1.6±0.2 0.3±0.3 
Ni 3d84s2 5.22 9.4 1.8±0.2 0.5±0.3 
Pt 5d86s2 5.65 10.8 1.5±0.2 0.2±0.3 
Cu 3dto4sl 4.65 9.4 2.0±0.4 0.7±0.5 
Pd 4d10 5.12 7.3 1.3±0.1 0 

Table 4.6: Values for Vc ( directly measured and with respect to Pd) and electronic prop
erties (electronic configuration, workfunction [31] and valenee band-width (33]) for the 
different targets. 
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1/vrrange forscattering of an ion from different targets. 
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4.4 Qualitative model for the He+ -results 

The correlation between the electronic configuration and the measured charaderistic ve
locity, as described in the previous section, can also he interpreted as a correlation between 
the reiomzation probability and Vc since Aono et al. (20] found that the threshold energy 
for reiomzation increases with the number of filled d-states. 

To illustrate this, the Vc·values are plotted in figure 4.9 in the same plot as ionization 
probabilities measured by Souda et al. (32]. Another way to show the correlation is to 
plot Vc as function of the threshold energy for reionization ( obtained from table 4.1) see 
figure 4.10. 

The explanation for this observation can he given on the same basis of level crossing 
as was developed to explain reionization (32]. Figure 4.11 presents the diagram of He+, 
M- and He0 , M, modified to include a possible neutralization process. At close distances, 
crossing of the levels provides the possibility of forming a quasimolecule "HeM": 

He+ + M- ;::::= "HeM" ;::::= H e0 + M 

The level crossing and formation of a quasimolecule provide the possibility of both neu
tralization and ionization at the close encounter. The possibility for level crossing and the 
formation of a quasimolecule seems to depend on the number of filled d-states. 
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Figure 4.10: Correlation between neutralization and reionization: differences in measured 
characteristic veloeities against threshold energies for reionization. 

For a quantitative explanation of the observed correlation in the behavior of Vc ( or 
p+) and the reionization for different elements, quantum-mechanical calculations would 
he needed, for example, as in the Muda-Newns approach [34]. Qualitatively, we can analyze 
this correlation on the basis of the three stage model proposed by Verbey et al. [13], later 
supported by O'Connor et al. [14], Rabalais et al. [16] and Souda et al. [7]. According to 
this model, the interaction between projectile and target atom can be divided into three 
parts: 

1. an incoming trajectory where (Auger) neutralization may occur 

2. a close encounter where reionization and additional neutralization can take place 

3. an outgoing trajectory where (Auger) neutralization can occur 

Since the stages are considered to be independent, the measured fraction (P+) can be 
expressed as: 

(4.2) 

where Nin,out is the probability for (Auger) neutralization during the in and outgoing tra
jectory, and Ie (Ne) is the probability for ionization (neutralization) at the close encounter. 

We can assume that Nin = Nout = N because, especially for heavy target atoms, the 
difference between initial and final veloeities of the projectile (He+) is small. According 
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Figure 4.11: Schematic figure showing the mechanism of reionization and neutralization. 

to the experimental data, the ion fraction is significantly smaller for elements with empty 
d-states (Pt) than for elements with filled d-states {P2+). Equation 4.2 then gives: 

{1- N)2{1- Nf} + NI~(1- N) < < {1- N)2(1- N;) + NI~(1- N) {4.3) 

According to Souda et al. [32] lf < < 12 (see figure 4.9). We canthen write: 

(1- N)(Nf- N~) >> NI~ {4.4) 

Further comparison is difficult because the relative contributions of Auger neutralization 
and neutralization at the close encounter are unknown. However, according to this simple 
model, Nf must be greater than N~, and thus the degree of neutralization at the close 
encounter is higher for target elements which have higher probabilities for ionizing of 
He0 [38]. 

4.5 Level shift and broadening 

4.5.1 Level shift 

As described in the previous section, level crossing is very important process determin
ing the charge exchange processes between projectile and target atom. The shift of the 
individual levels is the result of bonding or anti bonding interaction of the He 1s orbital 
and the surface valenee orbitals. The level shift was used in reference (34] to calculate 
ionization probabilities for He+ -+Si and He+ -+Cu interactions. The authors used an 
upward shift of He ls level of a bout 23.7 e V when interading with Si and a downward shift 
of 4.4 eV (35] for He+ -+Cu resulting in an ionization probability at 1 keV He+ incidence 
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that is approximately 40 times larger for Si than for Cu [35]. The level shift was thus found 
to be one of the most important factors concerning reionization. 

We can estimate the shift of a single level (for example the He-ls level) when approach
ing a target atom by constructing a separated-united atom diagram [16, 27] following the 
rules of Barat et al. [39]. This model assumes that the separated atoms (having nuclear 
charges Z1 and Z2 ) forma united atom (having a nuclear charge Z = Z1 + Z2) at small 
distances: Molecular orbitals conneet the levels of infinitely separated atoms with these of 
the united atom. 

For the interaction of He+ with the metals stuclied in this work these diagrams have 
been constructed (figure 4.12). The energy level data were obtained from Hartree-Fock 
calculations [40]. 

According to these diagrams, the He ls level shifts to lower binding energies when 
approaching a target atom. Only for Cu, a shift to higher binding energies is found. 

4.5.2 Level broadening 

Besides shifting of the level, also broadening will occur as the ion approaches the sur
face. The broadening can be related to the finite lifetime of the level by the uncertainty 
principle [41], and thus to the transition probability: if the transition probability for neu
tralization (i.e. for filling of the state) is R, the lifetime of the state is 1/ R. The energy 
broadening or uncertainty r can then be written as: 

(4.5) 

where R is given by R = A exp( -as) ( chapter 2). Typical values for a, determining the 
ion-surface interaction range, are 2-6 A-1 [5, 16]. Since A/a= Vc ~ 2 * 105 m/s, typical 
values for A are 8*10u s-1. Using these values, the level broadening as function of the 
distance between ion and surface can be calculated (figure 4.14}. 

Typical values for the distance of dosest approach are 0.1-0.3 Á (see figure 2.6}. Ac
cording to this model, the level broadening is then between 1 and 5 eV. 

4.6 Conclusions 

The effect of the target on the shape of a LEIS-spectrum and on the neutralization be
havior was stuclied for He+ -scat tering [38] from a number of pure metals. The energy 
position of the surface peak indicates that for elements with high threshold energies for 
reionization, the surface peak probably mainly consists of ions that survived neutraliza
tion during the incoming trajectory, close encounter and outgoing trajectory. For elements 
with low threshold energies for reionization the surface peak is probably mainly due to ions 
that were neutralized during the incoming trajectory, reionized at the close encounter and 
survived neutralization during the outgoing trajectory. 

Characteristic veloeities determining the neutralization of noble gas ions were measured 
fora number of pure elements. No clear correlation was observed between these Vc-values 
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Figure 4.14: Level broadening due to the finite lifetime of the level as function of the 
distance between ion and surface. 

and workfunction or valenee band width of the target. The neutralization behavior was 
found to be strongly dependent on the position of the element in the Periodic Table. 
Neutralization is suppressed for elements with filled d-states (and thus for elements with 
smalt reionization probabilities). The observed correlation between neutralization and 
reionization was qualitatively explained by a level crossing model. The shift of the He-ls 
level when approaching a target atom, was thus found to be one of the most dominating 
factors determining the charge exchange processes. 

In order to obtain a more quantitative explanation for the observed behavior, quantum
mechanical calculations are currently performed, as in the Muda-Newns approach [34]. 
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Chapter 5 

Low-Energy Ion Scattering from 
Alloys 

5.1 Introduetion 

In the previous chapter, the LEIS results on various pure metals were discussed. The aim 
of that work was to study the effect of target atom on the LEIS signal, which is important 
for direct quantification. 

Quantitative analysis of, for example, metal alloys is possible in many practical cases 
with calibration against pure elements: the ratio of the signal of element i in the alloy 
and the signal of the pure element i, measured under identical experimental conditions, is 
directly the ratio of atoms at the sudace in the alloy and pure element (see equation 2.2), 
provided that the neutralization behavior ( p+) is independent of the chemica! environment 
(no matrix effects). The opinion in literature about possible matrix effects is controversial. 
On the one hand, Novaeek et al. [44] and Ackermans et al. [45] reported the absence of 
matrix effects in NiPtand CuPd alloys. However, strong matrix effects were observed for 
He+ scattering from different carbon species [37]. Currently, the absence or presence of 
matrix effects in LEIS cannot he predicted. 

In order to test the calibration method, three alloys, NisoPt20, NiAI(llO) [42] and 
AgsoAho have been measured using 4He+ and 3He+ at various incident energies ( corre
sponding to different ion fractions). As calibration samples, a Ni(lOO) single crystal, an 
Al polycrystalline sample and a Pt polycrystalline ribbon were used. The Ag pure ele
mental data were taken from reference [30]. If no matrix effects are present, the measured 
composition of the alloy should he the same at each energy. 

NiPt alloys are technologically important because of their catalytic properties. An 
advantage of this alloy is that Ni and Pt can form Ni:r:Pt1_x random solid solution alloys 
at all concentrations x. 

NiAl(llO) is known to be an ordered alloy with a stable, well characterized sudace. This 
makes it ideal to be used as a model system. Furthermore, the corrosive resistance of NiAl 
is better than steel. An other property of NiAl(llO) is the formation of a thin Al203 layer 

43 
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Figure 5.1: 3 keV 4 He+ LEIS spectrum of the three alloys stuclied in this work. 

on top of the crysta.l after oxidation. Al20 3 is often used as a support for catalytically active 
components. Stef Reijne (43] performed LEIS-measurements on different Ab03 surfaces. 

Some AgAl alloys were measured by Dirkset al. [47]. An interesting feature of these 
alloys with an Al concentration < 15 %, is a change in the surface structure at some 
temperature, probably due toa phase transition [47]. 

An advantage of the calibration metbod is that an ion, scattered from a specific element 
(in the pure or alloy sample) passes the analyzing and detection system with the same 
final energy. In this way, no correction has to he applied for transmission of the CMA or 
efficiency of the channeltrons. An example of a LEIS-spectrum of the three alloys is given 
in figure 5.1. 

5.2 Results 

5.2.1 NisoPt2o 

The concentrations of Ni and Pt obtained from the LEIS signals at different energies are 
shown in figure 5.2. 

As one can see, the concentrations are, within the experimental error, constant in this 
energy range: 34±3 % Pt and 65±4 % Ni, which adds up to a total of 99 %. The obtained 
surface structure deviates significantly from the bulk structure (80 % Ni, 20 % Pt ). This is 
probably due to preferential sputtering of Ni atoms during the Ar+ bombardment cleaning 
procedure. A similar Pt enrichment was found by Novaeek et al. (44]. 
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Figure 5.2: Measured Ni and Pt concentration of a Ni80Pt20 alloy as function of the incident 
energy. 

5.2.2 AgsoAI2o 

The measured Ag and Al concentrations in the AgsoAbo are shown in figure 5.3. 
The concentration seems to be independent of the incident energy. Furthermore the 

measured concentrations (81±5 % Ag and 18±3 % Al) reflect the bulk composition and 
add up to 100 %. 

An interesting feature of AgAl-alloys having Al-concentrations < 15%, is a change in 
the surface composition at a certain temperature, probably due toa phase transition [47]. 
The surface composition of a Ag90Aho alloy has also been determined at two different 
temperatures. The change in surface structure was indeed observed, as can be seen from 
figure 5.4. However, due to several experimental problems, listed below, it was found to 
be difficult to quantify the composition: 

• due the uncertainty in the temperature measurement (pyrometer) it was very difficult 
to get the same conditions 

• the time to reach an equilibrium at the surface was unknown 

• due to the small Al signal, a long measuring time was needed in order to allow an 
accurate determination of the area of the surface Al peak. However, the Al in the low 
temperature condition was found to besputtered easily with the primary ion beam 

Since the change of the surface structure was not that important for this work, no effort 
was put in to solve the experimental problems. 
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Figure 5.3: 
energy. 
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5.2.3 NiAI(llO) 

The ratiosof Ni and Al LEIS signals in the NiAl(llO) and the pure elements at different 
incident energies are shown in figure 5.5. 

Since the density of atoms at the surface in the NiAl(llO) is different from that of the 
reference samples (NiAl(llO) is a very open structure (46]) the numbers cannot directly 
be used as a concentration. The calibrated Ni signa! is, within the experimental error, 
constant with energy while the calibrated Al signal decreases with energy. 

5.3 Discussion 

The use of the calihration method seems to be justified for NiPt and AgAl alloys. For 
NiAl(llO) however the measured composition at the surface seems todependon the inci
dent energy of the ion. 

A possihle explanation would he shielding of Al hy a contamination ( such as H) during 
the measurement. This effect would however cause the Al signa! to increase with increasing 
energy, since at higher incident energy the shadow coneis smaller (less shielding). 

An other possihility would be (hecause NiAl(llO) is a very open structure) contrihutions 
from deeper layers to the surface peak. However if this would he the case, hoth metal signals 
would have to he affected equally because NiAl has a 1:1 composition at both first and 
second atomie layer. 

A possible explanation for the hehavior of Al is a change in neutralization behavior 
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Ni80Pt20 and NiAl(llO). The fact that the lines have the same slope indicates the same 
neutralization behavior for Ni in different chemical environments. 

(matrix effects). This is shown in figures 5.6 and 5.7 where 'characteristic velocity plots', 
described in the previous chapter, are shown for Ni in both NiPtand NiAl and for Al in 
AgAl and NiAl. 

As one can see, the value for Vc, obtained from the slope of the lines, is smaller for the 
Al in NiAl than for the pure Al, which indicates less neutralization in the alloy. 

The explanation for the change in neutralization behavior might be found in a difference 
of the electronic structure between pure Al and NiAl. The electronic density of states for 
the pure elements [33], NiPt [48] and NiAl(llO) [49] is schematically shown in figure 5.8. 

As can he seen from this figure, the difference in electronic structure between Ni, Pt 
and NiPt is not very large. The NiAl DOS shows a localized d-band just below the Ferm.i 
level, whereas the pure Al has a broad s-p distribution. 

As discussed in the previous chapter, the existence of a low energy tail in LEIS spectra 
might be an indication for level crossing between He and the target. One could imagine, 
that if crossing occurs, a change in electronic structure can affect the charge exchange 
processes. However, no matrix effect was observed in Ab03 [50], where also the electronic 
structure is different from that of the pure Al. A more thorough and detailed theoretica! 
investigation, currently underway, is needed to give a conclusive answer on this subject. 
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5.4 Conclusions 

The composition of Ni80Pt20, NiAl(llO) and AgsoAl20 alloys was determined using the cal
ibration against pure elements. No matrix effects were observed for Ni80Pt20 and AgsoAb0 • 

The compositions were measured to be 65±4% Ni and 34±3% Pt for the NiPt alloy and 
81±5 % Ag and 18±3 % Al for the AgAl alloy. The Pt-enrichment at the surface compared 
to the bulk observed for the NiPt alloy, is probably due to preferential sputtering of Ni 
atoms. 

For NiAl(llO) a change in the neutralization was observed for Al compared to Al pure. 
For Ni, no change in neutralization was found when changing the environment from Ni pure 
to a NiAl alloy. At present, no satisfactory explanation can be given for this observation. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions and recoiiliilendations 

In this work, the influence of the chemica! environment on the LEIS-signal is studied. 
Therefore, a number of metals and alloys have been investigated in detail. 

For the metals, both the shape of the spectrum and the neutralization behavior can give 
additional information about the charge exchange processes between the incoming He-ion 
and the target atom. It was found that the neutralization behavior { experimentally deter
mined from the charaderistic velocity) is strongly connected to the reionization behavior 
{experimentally determined from the threshold energy). 

From the experiments and literature it is found that the position of the target element 
in the periodic table rules the charge exchange processes. The probability for neutralization 
and ionization is higher for elements with empty d-states than for elements with filled d
states. This can he explained by a level crossing model, which provides the possibility of 
both neutralization and ionization. The probability for level crossing seems to depend on 
the number of filled d-states. 

To he able to quantify the observed behavior, more thorough quantum-mechanical have 
to he performed. First attempts found in literature arebasedon the theory introduced by 
Muda and Newns [34]. The experimental data presented in this work, in combination with 
Time Of Flight (TOF)-experiments, which allows a direct measurement of the ion fraction 
by detecting both neutrals and ions, will he helpful totest these theories. 

The use of calibration standards, mostly pure metals, to quantify the surface composi
tion with LEIS has been tested on three alloys. The results are presented in such a way that 
no correction has to he applied for the analysis and detection system. The results show 
that the calibration metbod is a very powerlul tooi for accurate quantification, provided 
the chemica! environment (matrix) does not influence the neutralization behavior. 

However, for NiAl(llO), a pronounced decrease in the neutralization for the Al was 
observed for the alloy compared to a pure Al sample. Therefore, quantification of the 
surface composition of NiAl (110) was not possible. This might he attributed toa change 
in electronic structure due to the alloying. 

The calibration method allows accurate, easy quantification of the surface composition, 
but the occurrence of matrix effects cannot he predicted and should therefore always he 
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checked. This not only holds for alloys, but also for other systems, such as carbon species 
and oxides. 
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Appendix A 

Detection systern of the 
Mini-MOBIS 

A schematic view of the detection system of the Mini-MOBIS is shown in figure A.l. 
The ions that pass the CMA are postaccelerated before they impinge on one of eight 
channeltrons (type B310BL [51]). The front of the channeltrons is kept at the samevoltage 
as the postaccelaration (standard setting -100 V) whereas the back of the channeltrons is 
kept at +3500 V. The multiplied current pulse from the channeltrons is amplified in the 
pre-amp (Canberra 2004) and in the main amplifier (standard amplification factor 200). 
The pulse is counted if the pulse height (V) exceeds the discriminator level ( standard 
setting 2.1 V). 

The resistance of the eight channeltrons paralel is measured to he Rl 750 M!l. Due 
to an extra 100 MO resistor in the pre-amplifier, the real voltage between the front- and 
backside of the channeltrons is Rl 3000 V (max. 4000 V [51]). 

The pulses from the main amplifier have a width of ::::::: 3p.s. The pulse height varies 
between 0 and 12.5 V (saturated level). The pulse- height distribution was measured using 
a Multi Channel Analyzer (MCA) in Pulse Height Analysis (PHA)-mode. 

In figure A.2 PHA-spectra are plotted for 1, 2 and 3 keV He+ incident on Cu. As one 
can see, the channeltrons are not in the saturated mode and the shape of the spectra is 
different at different incident energies. Furthermore, the lower level of the discriminator 
was set at 2.1 V, whereas the noise level is at ::::::: 0.4 V. This means that only a fraction of 

poatacc. chan. 

I 
lona -~----

1 
front 

Figure A.1: Schematic view of the detection system of the Mini-MOBIS. 
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Figure A.2: PHA-spectra for 1, 2 and 3 keV He+ incident on Cu. 

the total 'real' counts is counted and that the counted fraction is energy dependent. 
When PHA-spectra were measured from Cu and W at the same final energy, the shapes 

of the PHA-spectra were the same. This means that the counted fraction is final-energy 
dependent. For He+-scattering, the ratio of the true number of counts and the counts 
above the old discriminator setting (2.1 V) is shown in figure A.3. 

The efficiency of the channeltrons can vary with energy (or velocity) of the ions. An 
attempt was made to measure the efficiency by measuring the total number of counts in 
the PHA-spectra at different values for the postaccelaration and front of channeltron, while 
keeping the total voltage across the channeltrons constant. Within the errors, no change 
in total count was observed. 

The results thus had to he corrected for the discriminator setting and (perhaps) also for 
a channeltron efficiency. For He+ -scattering both corrections are final-energy dependent. 
In the determination of the neutralization constant, (as in figure 4. 7) it is thus better to 
plot 1/ JE; on the bottorn axis insteadof 1/vi + 1/vJ, because then the correction is the 
same for all elements at a certain x-value (see figure A.4). 

The straight line behavior, predicted from the theory, is found with good accuracy, 
which means that the final energy dependent correction ( 1J) should have the form: 

(A.1) 

where Fis a correction constant. Using p+ = exp( -À//!!}__), where). is the true neu
tralization constant, and using equation 2.2, the measured LEIS-intensity can he written 
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as: 
da (-(F + .\)) 

Si = cloni d!l A exp fE; (A.2) 

and 

ln( !, ) =D-_!!_ 
IodoEJ [E; (A.3) 

where D is a constant and M = F + À is the measured neutralization constant. H one 
element is taken as a reference element, we can write: 

M- Mr =(.X+ F)- pr + F) =À- _xr (A.4) 

since the efficiency, represented by F, is the same for each element. This means that the 
differences of the measured neutralization constants (M) in a 1/ [E; -plot are the same as 
the differences of the true neutralization constants (.\). 

Si nee 
(A.5) 

where k is the kinematic factor ( E 1/ Ei) for He+-scattering from that element, equation A.4 
can he converted to slopes in a 1/vi + 1/vJ -plot (characteristic veloeities vc): 

(A.6) 

thus, 

(A.7) 

Since for most elements the value for r is between 0.9 and 1, as a first approximation, 
also in a 1/v plot the differences between the measured slopes are the same as the differences 
in the true charaderistic velocities. 

Fora more detailed investigation on the detection system of the Mini-MOBIS see ref
erence [52]. 
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LEIS-spectra 
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Figure B.l: LEIS-spectra using 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5 keV 4 He+ on different metals. 
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APPENDIX I3. LEIS-SPECTRA 
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Figure B.3: LEIS-spectra using 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5 keV 20Ne+ on different metals. 



Appendix C 

Low-Energy Ne+-Scattering frorn 
Metals 

In this appendix, the results of the experiments using Ne+ as incident ion are shown. The 
structure of this chapter is the same as chapter four, where the He+ -results were presented. 

C.l Shape of LEIS-spectra 

C.l.l Reionization tails 

Results 

The LEIS spectra measured using Ne ions arealso shown in appendix B. In table C.l both 
threshold energy for reiomzation and tail to peak ratio are listed for the elements studied. 
As one can see from this table and from the spectra, the low-energy reiomzation tails are 
much less pronounced than in He+ scattering. There are several reasons for this: 

• the distance of dosest approach is larger than for He+ scattering ( see figure 2.6). 
Since reionization occurs at srnall distauces between ion and target ( chapter 2), the 
probability for reionization for Ne+ will besmaller than for He+-scattering 

• at the same kinetic energy, Ne ions have a much smaller velocity than He ions. 
Therefore, the probability for neutralization after reionization is much larger 

• due to the higher mass, the energy after scattering for Ne+ is smaller than for He+ 
which again increases the probability for neutralization after reiomzation 

C.1.2 Peak position 

Results 

The peak-shift data for Ne+ -scat tering are presented in table C.2. As one can see, the 
inelastic energy-loss is of the same order as in He+ -scattering. Due to the fact that 
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element Ethr (eV) TP-ratio element Ethr (eV) TP-ratio 
Cu - - Ta. 500 0.03 
Pd 1000 0.01 Mo 700 0.01 
Pt - - Ir 1400 0.01 
w - -

Table C.1: Threshold energies for reionization a.nd TP-ra.tios for Ne+ incident on the 
elements stuclied in this work. Due to the small reioniza.tion ta.ils, the errors in Ethr are of 
the order of a. few hundred eV. - mea.ns that no clear reioniza.tion ta.il is observed. 

element Q (eV) at element Q (eV) at 
1 keV 2 keV 3 keV 1 keV 2 keV 3 keV 

Cu 18 29 43 Mo 28 43 57 
Pd 36 63 Ta 23 38 
w 31 38 48 Ir 33 49 70 
Pt 42 52 75 

Table C.2: Peak shift of the LEIS surface-peak to lower energies for 1, 2 a.nd 3 keV Ne+ 
on different elements. The errors are ± 5 e V at 1 ke V, ± 10 e V at 2 ke V a.nd ± 15 e V at 
3 keV. 

reionization-ta.ils in Ne+ -spectra are not a.s pronounced a.s in He+ -scattering, the inela.stic 
loss ca.nnot be related to reionization. No satisfa.ctory explanation ca.n be given for the 
difference in inela.stic loss for scattering from different targets. 

C.1.3 FWHM of the surface peak 

Results 

In ta.ble C.3 the mea.sured FWHM of 1, 2 and 3 keV Ne+ incident on different elements 
are shown. The mea.sured va.lue for the FWHM is more or less the same for all elements, 
except for Mo a.nd Pd which have much broader surfa.ce-peaks. A possible expla.nation for 
this is the large number of isotapes for Mo and Pd (table 4.4). 

The FWHM-data cannot be related to reionization (a.s in the He+-results), due to 
the fact that the reionization-ta.ils for Ne+ -scat tering are not a.s pronounced a.s for He+
scat tering. 
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element FWHM (eV) at element FWHM (eV) at 
1 keV 2 keV 3 keV 1 keV 2 keV 3 keV 

Cu 18 30 46 Mo 31 54 83 
Pd 25 50 - Ta 17 37 -
w 19 33 46 Ir 22 35 53 
Pt 19 35 50 

Table C.3: FWHM of LEIS surface-peaks for 1, 2 and 3 keV Ne+ on different elements. 
The errors are ±5 eV at 1 keV, ±10 eV at 2 keV and ±15 eV at 3 keV. 

C.2 Neutralization of primary ions 

Results 

The determination of Vc for Ne+-scattering is shown in tigure C.l. 
As one can see, the linear relation, predicted by the theory of Hagstrum, is not observed. 

The data points can reasonably well be fitted with a second order polynomial. This might 
indicate that the neutralization parameter Vc is energy-dependent, as was proposed by 
O'Connor et al. [14]. 

Fitting of the data points of figure C.1 with a linear fit gives values for Vc between 1 
and 3*105 mfs. 
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Figure C.l: Logarithm of LEIS-signal divided by cross section and final energy as function 
of the sum of the reicprocal veloeities for Ne+ -scattering from different elements. The line 
is a second order polynomial fit to the data points. 
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Density of states of the stuclied 
elements 
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Figure D.l: Total electronic density of states of the pure elements stuclied in this work [33]. 
The dasbed line indicates the Fermi-energy. 


